story accompaniment for, 'heres to us' pdf
f m, the Light you listen to.
this is orphaned signal,,
a Time traveling radio variety show.
reaching out to the dark,, reaching out to the Stars.
fully committed to living in interesting Times..
we will be examining Quantum love, which as you know
is all about the little things.
you get your nature,, you get your nurture,, then you get
your chance...
let us speak of the radius of change.
theire is no smallest piece of Time.
it is Matter and Energy, that are in pieces and thus one
way, ipso facto: life is one way,, Time just is..
It is the First Dimension, the Initial Position, the Vast
Support,, and will be the Last Resort.
tomorrow is a mirror, beyond the matters of Silver and
glass..
the arrow of love is one way as well..
once in flight, just like Light, it cannot be caught, you are
either traveling with it or your not..
song as metaphor for story, and both as metaphor for love.
and this one is: "here's to us", by Dave Leach.
a friend of long standing...
[the song is played,, thank you Dave]

they say the nature of truth has changed, [?but has it] we
could call it double fiction..
you are correct: we already call it artistic fiction,, let's stick
with that for this truth.
theire are many cliffs between here and the horizon,
folded into Five, Seven and Nine..
It is a Time horizon. a bubble linked to other bubbles.
Matter and Energy [and all the unseen] have immense and
tiny portions; Time has only one portion..
and we all share that one instant..
where ever we are,, because where is when.
we will examine the far of small, and the far of large.
and some hearts in between.
some of the boldness will pass, so also will some of the
sadness.
dave has more songs and i have more story.
it's not prophecy, it's history..
the ouroboros spit out its tail and moved on.

